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Executive Summary 

 
As passionate readers of crime and thriller books we were always wondering why the most 

popular and well-known authors in this genre are hardly ever invited to Switzerland for 

Live-Readings. For seeing them, the shortest way was to travel to Munich or other places 

in Germany. By talking to friends and the work at the library we learnt that people seem to 

be very much into crime and thriller literature. That is how our business idea was born. 

As our services we plan to organize Live-Readings with professional actors and/or readers 

on one hand and the book author on the other. The single readings will already start in the 

first year of our business, which is 2017. In the following years, from 2018 on, we will or- 

ganize a whole crime and thriller festival, where namely authors shall be invited for read- 

ings and discussions. This festival will take place yearly for a whole weekend from Friday 

evening until Sunday afternoon. 

Our company shall be a leading provider of crime and thriller-related readings and of a 

crime and thriller book fair in the area in and around Basel. The book market is a rather 

limited market but it is driven by sophisticated customers. Due to the fact that the book in- 

dustry is fighting for customers, it is planned to work with a variety of partners and spon- 

sors. As our target group readers (male and female) and culturally interested people be- 

tween 30 and 60 years have been defined. Most of our customers will have a higher edu- 

cation degree. 

The competitors of the company consist of both direct and indirect competitors. As direct 

competitors libraries, bookstores, publishers and others are named. However, the strong- 

est competition is expected from the indirect competitors as the TV and DVD production, 

streaming providers or theaters. 

For this business idea several marketing and communications instruments shall be used to 

win customers and their contact data. In the business plan it will be described how the 

corporate identity looks like and how flyers and posters are designed. As a main commu- 

nication platform a website shall be used. 
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1 Introduction 

These days the book market needs to fight for survival and has to invent itself in a new, 

more creative way. Not only booksellers but also publishers and other actors in this indus- 

try need to fight for customers and prevail against various competitors in culture and 

against new technologies and media. Nevertheless, we are convinced that there is a mar- 

ket for our business idea with our products as described below: 

 

 
Our company will be the leading provider of crime and thriller-related readings and litera- 

ture festivals in the Basel area. We want to convince our customers with high-quality serv- 

ice and our Unique Selling Proposition (USP) as the only provider of this kind of services. 

Although there are already some book festivals in Basel and several competitors offering 

readings, a specialization in the crime and thriller genre is not given yet. Especially the 

popular and well-known authors in the crime and thriller genre hardly hold any readings 

within Switzerland. Furthermore, we want to bring literature readers together and enable 

them to be in contact with their favorite authors. 

 
The following business plan describes how we want to achieve our goal and what path we 

want to go during the next few years. The business plan includes the most important de- 

tails of the business, but mostly leaves out details for simplicity reasons. In the separate 

appendix, all necessary data and thoughts can be seen in detail, including financials, de- 

sign, marketing, communications, and competitor analysis. 
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2 Corporate Strategy and Services 

 
2.1 Corporate Strategy 

The strategy of our company is based on the fact that the market can by all means only be 

considered small and limited, but at the same time, is driven by sophisticated and affluent 

customers. The strategy is based on two major steps. In the year 2017 (first year of the 

company), we will start to serve customers with events that are based on actors and pro- 

fessional readers, which means that actors or readers conduct the readings of crime and 

thriller novels. In the same time period we plan to organize readings with crime and thriller 

authors in addition to readings with actors. Especially bestseller authors and the ones al- 

ready known might be highly able to attract customers. The authors will read from and dis- 

cuss about their own books, so we can create an environment for people to meet their fa- 

vorite authors. These events are also seen as a possibility for unknown authors to get in 

contact with their possible customers. At the same time, this can also be considered to be 

the market test, as we will be able to see whether the service/event can be sold as 

planned. 

 
The second step, which will be the second year of the company (2018), we will start a 

small literature festival, based on readings by actors and authors, but also writing work- 

shops and discussions. The literature festival is to be held approximately once per year 

over the course of three days, Friday evening to Sunday afternoon. The exact date has not 

yet been defined (the dates on the created poster for marketing reasons are just exam- 

ples), but the date will be chosen to avoid direct competition with other literature events. 

 
For all of our services, we want to work together with partners and sponsors. Our research 

has shown that in the book industry many of the players are linked to each other. Most im- 

portant, we want to seek close contact to publishers (including bookstores, etc.), libraries, 

the "Literaturhaus Basel" and other players in the book sector to bring them together with 

our client base. Sales and promotional activities can be conducted within our services. 

 
As there are three distinctive services that start in different time periods, we want to pre- 

pare each step while working on the previous one. For example, even though there will be 
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readings with actors/readers and authors in the first year, we will already seek contact with 

them and/or their management to be able to fix dates and to plan events. According to our 

experience many of the authors (especially the famous ones) can simply be contacted via 

their publishers or agents. 

 

 
The company strategy is based on serving a relatively small but sophisticated and affluent 

audience. We are aware that in the cultural field certain idealism is needed because it is 

hard to easily earn in this business. However, with a creative and exciting program also 

non-readers shall be attracted (comparable to the "Museumsnacht" in Basel). The services 

are based on a very high quality. The company largely avoids large fix costs but uses vari- 

able costs for its business. As a result, this does not only minimizes the risk but also in- 

creases the predictability of costs in general. 

 
As the market is clearly a niche market, we want to be the most important player in that 

niche. Our company offers lifestyle services, which are only thought to be interesting for a 

small number of people. As the market is limited, the company wants to reach a good cov- 

erage of the market with a good profitability. On the other hand, we do not want to have in- 

finite growth, but retain a strong position of a limited market. 

 
2.2 Services 

 
2.2.1 Readings 

 

In our readings, the atmosphere is curial in determine whether the event will be a success 

or not. We therefore want to hold the readings in an, if possible, dark, creepy environment 

where people can really dive into the atmosphere of the books and forget about everything 

else. As a result, locations are crucial in getting to the atmosphere we want to have. Cel- 

lars in old buildings, for example, should be ideal to get to that point. Locations should be 

decorated appropriately but modestly, e.g. by simply using black curtains and dimmed 

light. The search for potential locations is one of the main points of the Action Plan. 

 

 
We want to do readings with both authors and professional (voice) actors. Actors can lead 

to a more professional and dramatic performance. Authors, however, can read from their 
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own books and therefore attract their fans in particular. We want to attract both interna- 

tionally acclaimed authors and local, rather unknown authors. In both cases, passage from 

books will be read, for about 45 minutes to one hour. The passages read should not be too 

long and carefully selected1. The passages and the procedure of the event will be dis- 

cussed between the actors and us in prior. There will be a host who leads through the 

event, though staying rather in the background. This will be done by the founders them- 

selves or by a partner. 

 

 
After the reading, the light will get brighter slowly so the audience can calmly ‘wake up’ 

from the literature and return to the real world. After the applause, we will thank the ac- 

tor/author and say a few words about the person. We will also mention the possibility of 

buying books after the event. After this, if the audience demands no additional reading, a 

discussion can be started and people are given the possibility to ask questions. In cause of 

the author, books etc. will be signed after the discussion part. In the end, both the audi- 

ence and the actors/authors will proceed to the aperitif, which provides them with further 

possibility of discussions and enables a decent and comfortable end to the event. 

 

 
Expected prices will be CHF 30 for events with actors and CHF 45 with authors, but with 

slight variability due to the different fame level of the authors. The number of people at- 

tending a reading will of course depend on the location, but should be somewhere be- 

tween 50 and 80 persons. Additional services such as aperitif and book selling will be  

done by staff. Sound and light installations are rather basic and simple, so can be either 

provided by our company or by the owner of the location. 

 
2.2.2 Literature Festival 

 

The literature festival is the second main service that we want to provide. It shall consist of 

three consecutive days (Friday evening to Sunday afternoon) and take place once a year. 

The basic concept of the festival is similar to the readings; it is based on readings in an 

 
 

 
 

1 
http://alanrinzler.com/2009/11/9-tips-for-successful-author-readings/ (retrieved on 28 May 2016) 
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appropriate environment. Furthermore, the festival will consist workshops on writing and 

events and special discussions with famous authors. 

 

 
The most challenging part of the festival will be the finding of a suitable location where we 

can hold the festival. This is therefore one of the most important milestones in the Action 

Plan. Due to the rather large organization needed in comparison to the readings, further 

staff such as students will be needed (e.g. for the tickets). We calculate with an average 

price of CHF 35 per customers. Nevertheless, we will do two prices with a lower price for 

single entrance and possible discounts for students/the elderly, and a higher price for en- 

trance on all days. 

 
2.2.3 Additional Services 

 

The main additional services provided at both readings and the festival will consist of an 

aperitif and the sale of books to the audience. Furthermore, publishers and other partners 

will do further promotional activity. The aperitif will be served by an external service pro- 

vider, which is partially paid by us (finger food is for free) but also partially paid by the 

audience as drinks are not included (except for tap water). Ideally, drinks are specially al- 

tered for the events; "Bloody Mary", "Corpse Reviver", "Hangman's blood", "Irish car 

bomb" or the "Gunfire" are only a few possibilities. At the same time, publishers, book 

stores, and authors will have the possibility to not only promote their products, but also to 

sell directly to the audience. We do not expect any direct financial compensation based on 

sales by our partners, but rather want to benefit from their cooperation, networks, and 

means of advertisement. 
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3 Customers and Market 

 

3.1 Customers and Segmentation 
 

This chapter aims to describe our target group as realistic as possible, in order to have a 

clear picture not only of potential customers but also of their needs, wishes, and possibili- 

ties. However, only one but relatively large target group has been properly identified as po- 

tential customers. At this stage of the planning, the services therefore are only aimed at 

this specific segment. However, other target groups might be added in the future. 

 
3.1.1 Target Group 

 

Our potential customers are people who love to read on a regular basis, preferably crime 

and thriller novels. Furthermore, these people are also interested in cultural events, and 

are willing to spend money for those. We assume that our target group is aged between 30 

and 60. The average age of the target audience is, however, rather around 40 years. The 

distribution of the age is crucial to determine a group that is not only interested in culture, 

but also willing to actually visit events and pay for it. Our audience consists of both men 

and women at an equal ratio. Unlike the average reader who is mostly female2, we as- 

sume that in this genre there might be many potential male customers as well. Both the 

education and the language of our customers are crucial to define the target group. We 

expect our customers to be rather affluent and sophisticated. Furthermore, potential cus- 

tomers must be willing to pay quite a lot for culture, as we otherwise will not be able to ac- 

tually sell our services. Even though prices are not extremely high, they are still moderate 

to high compared to the competitors and of course much higher than the price of books. 

Furthermore, the potential customers will have at least a middle school degree and are na- 

tive speakers of German (or English for some author readings). In addition, we assume 

that the target group consists of Swiss citizens without emigrational background, even 

though many people, especially Germans, are faulty excluded by this. There are also 

many expats that live in Basel. That is why they can be also a part of the target group, es- 

pecially for readings of English speaking authors. We think, however, that these are addi- 

tional prerequisites to actually get closer to a realistic target group. 
 

 

2 
http://www.nzz.ch/lektuere-und-geschlecht-1.7025813, retrieved on 23 May 2016 
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Table 1: Segmentation of the Target Group 
 

Segmentation Description Main Target Group 

Geographic Segmentation  The target group lives in the Basel 
area in the cantons of Basel City, 
Basel Country, and Solothurn. 

Demographic Segmentation  Both females and males between the 
age of 30 and 60. 

 Affluence and high educational level 
 Native speakers of German and 

Swiss citizens without emigrational 
background 

Psychographic Segmentation  People who love to read books, in 
specific crime novels and thrillers. 
Furthermore, people that are inter- 
ested in public readings, whether 
with the authors themselves or pro- 
fessional readers/actors. our target 
group is strongly interested in cul- 
tural events of various kinds. 

Behavioristic Segmentation  Enjoy reading books, especially 
crime and thriller novels 

 The target group is looking for cul- 
tural events that provide a value 
added to just consuming culture, 
such as reading books. It enables 
them to discuss topics, enjoy read- 
ings, and meet their favorite authors. 

 
3.1.2 Future Target Groups 

 

Apart from our main target group, we have given some thoughts about other potential 

groups that might become customers of ours. These include schools, expatriates, and ma- 

jor companies, or combinations of those. This would expand our business to not only addi- 

tional customer and age groups, but also to the English language. This can be connected 

to the fact that many of the most established and popular authors are not German- 

speakers, and will therefore read in English anyway. Therefore, the website will be de- 

signed to be fully operational in both English and German. Furthermore, we have defined 

schools and companies as potential partners. Nevertheless, these groups are not included 

in the business plan, as we do not want to overstretch ourselves with too many tasks. This 

is therefore only meant as a potential addition to the existing business at some time in the 

future. 
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3.2 Market 

 
3.2.1 Market Description 

 

On the first glance, Switzerland has a thriving literature scene with approximately 15,000 

books published in the year 2015, including more than 5,500 books in German3. According 

to the Swiss Association of booksellers and publishers (SSBV), Swiss publishers are very 

small compared to other German language publishers, the biggest, Diogenes, is only 

ranked 44th. Despite the productive writers, the financial records of both booksellers and 

publishers in Switzerland are far away from being satisfying. The situation is especially 

dramatic for small bookstores, as chains such as Thalia and Orell Füssli (together they 

represent one company now) are conducting an expansionist strategy in a stagnant mar- 

ket. According to the SSBV in 2015, the situation has become even worse due to aggres- 

sive pricing strategies by big players such as Exlibris4. Apart from that, the strength of on- 

line shops such as Amazon also has to be taken into consideration. 

 

 
In another publication, the SSBV has released figures on the financial development of the 

bookselling in Switzerland5. From 2007 to 2015, the sales in the Swiss book market con- 

tracted by 20%, mainly due to the constant falling of average prices from about CHF 25 to 

CHF 19 in the same period of time. Out of 16 million books (including e-books) sold in 

2015, 35.1% were fiction books, which are about 5.6m books in this field. As a result, this 

market had sales of approximately CHF 2.2bn. 

 

 
From our point of view, the market for our services is a niche market. Even tough many 

people read books only few will actually be interested in attending readings and festivals 

related to crime novels and thrillers. That is why an attractive program and an effective 

marketing strategy will be essential. Nevertheless, based on statistics about reading in 

Switzerland (see Chapter 3.2.2), we expect the hypothetical market to be quite large even 

after applying strict criteria to define our target group. However, the biggest challenge will 

 

3 
BFS: http://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/portal/de/index/themen/16/03/key/ind16.indicator.16010301.160102.html?open=1 (retrieved on 14 

May 2016 

4 
SSBV: https://www.sbvv.ch/userfiles/file/Statistik/Buchhandel_CH_2007.pdf (retrieved on 14 May, 2016) 

5 
SSBV: https://www.sbvv.ch/UserFiles/File/Marktreport/Marktreport_2015_Buchhandel_DS_final.pdf (retrieved on 14 May 2016) 
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be to get people that are interested in readings to actually seek our services (indirect com- 

petition), which drastically reduces the number of potential customers. To reach our poten- 

tial customers a partnership with other actors in the book industry will be necessary to 

profit from synergy effects. 

 
The market does have a noteworthy growth potential. The number of potential will not 

change considerably over time. As a result, the strategy of the company is focused on 

profitably absorbing the existing potential rather than growing infinitely. The main success 

factor for the future development is to keep the interest of the product alive, so the market 

should not be overstressed. The relatively small potential number of customers is not ex- 

pected to change, so we will have to either retain the business as it is or develop further 

ideas to reach other groups. Indirect competition might be the biggest challenge for our 

business, as people are probably interested in our services, but do not necessarily want to 

buy it (e.g. if they to not see a reason to do it). Therefore, the main challenge will be to 

convince our target group of our services. In the end, such events should be seen as valu- 

able complement to just reading the books. 

 
3.2.2 Potential Customer Base 

 

Based on the above assumptions, we are able to draw a picture of the target group. The 

result should present a realistic number of potential customers, that might, or might not, 

use our services. To get to that number, we use population figures issued by the Federal 

Statistical Office (BfS)6 for the Cantons of Basel-City and Basel-Country, which includes 

most of the needed information such as language, nationality, education, profession, and 

age. The statistical office also tells us how much households on average spend on media 

consumption per month7 and how many people (out of adults) read books in Switzerland8. 

We furthermore assume that the target group in general is affluent and able to pay money 

for cultural events. According to BfS, an average household in Switzerland aged 55-64 

spends CHF 250 a month on media consumption (other age groups spend slightly less). 

 
 
 

 

6 
BfS; Ständige Wohnbevölkerung ab 15 Jahren nach Hauptsprachen1) und Kanton, 2014 (retrieved on 14 May 2016) 

7 
BfS: http://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/portal/de/index/themen/16/03/key/ind16.indicator.16010408.160301.html (retrieved on 14 May 2016) 

8 
BfS: www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/portal/de/index/themen/16/22/publ.Document.131949.pdf (retrieved on 14 May 2016) 
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Table 2: Calculation of Target Group 
 

Swiss Population of Basel-City and Basel- 

Country 25-64 years, German as the first 

language, Swiss Nationality 

210,478 

(-) Approximation of people aged 26-30(/8): - 29,300 

(-) Approximation of people with less than 

secondary degree (10%) (BfS for NW-CH) 

- 18,400 

(-) People that do not read books (100%- 

81%)(BfS) 

-31,500 

= Largest, hypothetical, customer base = 131,300 

Assumption: 5% out of the potential cus- 

tomer base would really buy our services 

= 6,500 

 

The result of 131,300 is somewhat difficult to treat properly, as the figure is obviously only 

hypothetical. It only shows the rough number of people that are, based on the criteria de- 

fined above, possible clients. However, the number does not tell us much about the real 

number of clients. Due to a lack of further information, we make the assumption that ap- 

proximately 5% of the potential market would actually consider accepting our services. 

This is of course speculative, but still the best guess we can make. Due to the expected 

growth of the company over the next years, a growing portion of these 6,500 persons are 

expected to be our customers9. 

 
3.3 Market Entry and Marketing10 

The market entry will be crucial for success, as we do not yet have any viable contacts to 

customers and partners. At the same time, our budget for marketing measures is only very 

limited and should usually not exceed CHF 10,000 in a single year, except for the second 

 

 

9 
See Units Sold in Appendix A. 

10 
The marketing measures as well as the design templates can be found in appendix D and E. 
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year in which we want to have enough financial resources to promote the literature festival. 

As the budget is limited, we do not only have to focus on inexpensive advertisement but 

also heavily rely on potential partners. As a result, there are no plans for expensive promo- 

tion in TV and newspapers. As already mentioned there are no existing partnerships yet 

but in our opinion partnerships are essential in the book sector. It is to goal to win the li- 

brary GGG, "Literaturhaus Basel", "BuchBasel", newspapers as "Tageswoche" or radio 

stations (Radio Basel, Basilisk and Radio X) and various book stores as partners. We do 

not expect financial support from them but the opportunity to get in touch with our custom- 

ers. Beside the partners we would like to have the Christoph Merian foundation and the 

cantonal culture department as sponsors. 

 

 
In general, we plan our market entry carefully and conservatively with relatively few cus- 

tomers and events in the first year. This is a realistic approach from our point of view. Our 

approach will be mostly based on flyers, which we want to distribute in bookstores and li- 

braries, preferably inside of crime and thriller books. Furthermore, a professional looking 

and well managed website will be crucial for our business, and in most cases serve as the 

main point of contact between us and potential customers. The website is described fur- 

ther below in chapter 4.2.1. Additionally, posters shall be placed at universities and 

schools, bookstores, libraries, bars etc. We also want to use our connection to the library 

GGG to get in touch (mouth to mouth) with potential customers. 

 

 
The marketing will focus on our strengths, particularly on our unique selling proposition 

(USP) as the only provider that has specialized on crime novels and thrillers. Furthermore, 

we will do special promotional campaigns related to authors that read with us. Due to fi- 

nancial limitations, this will also take place in the form of flyers or with the help of publish- 

ers and other partners. In all possible cases, we have to make sure that our quality stan- 

dards are met. The quality standards have to be high. This is not only true for the readings 

and the festival, but very much for the services provided by the company in advance (tick- 

eting, contact, website). Furthermore, the flyers, the website, etc. will be especially de- 

signed in accordance to thriller and crime to have an appropriate and appearance. 
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4 Competitors and Partners 

 
4.1 Competitor Analysis11 

Competition is a vital and as mentioned in the market description, it does not only take 

place in a competitive and tough market, but also in a shrinking one. As the business is fo- 

cused on a niche, we need to whether other companies might enter this niche as well, or, 

in the worst case, might be already active in this field. We define our competitors as com- 

panies that are already active in the same market, and might be potential players in the 

niche market that we have chosen for our business. The analysis of the competitors is 

among the most important aspect described in this business plan. It does not only give us 

a general overview on what others do in this market, but also provides with key figures 

such as prices and services, which allows us to better understand the business and form 

our own company to fit into the niche strategy defined above. For being able to lead a suc- 

cessful business, it is essential to know as much as possible about its competitors. Al- 

though there are several competitors within the book industry, it’s even more important to 

have an overview about their products and strengths and weaknesses because the book 

industry is in general fighting for survival. 

Table 3: List of Competitors 
 

 

Direct competitors 
 

Indirect competitors 

 International book fair „BuchBasel“ 

 Small book fair in Basel „Begegnung 

Buch“ 

 Book fair Zurich and Winterthur 

„Zürich liest“ 

 Crime novel fairs „Mord am Hell- 

weg“, „Criminale“ and Munich 

 Famous international book fairs as 

 Cinemas (thrillers) 

 Theaters 

 DVD or streaming 

(private consumption) 

 Audiobooks (producers audiobooks) 

 Privately organized reading groups 

 
 

 
11 

The competitor analysis can be found in detail in Appendix B. 
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Frankfurt and Leipzig 

 House of literature Basel and Zurich 

 Bookstores (Thalia incl. Orell Füssli, 

Bider und Tanner, Probst und Probst 

etc.) 

 Book publishers 

 Libraries (GGG in Basel) 

 Crime dinners 

 

 

 

The competitor analysis provides us with a good overview of both the prices and services 

that our competitors offer. Most of the competitors are working in dimensions that we will 

not be able to reach, and are not interested to reach. Despite the huge range of offers, 

none seem to do exactly what we intend to do. There is no specialization on thrillers and 

crime novels. Furthermore, our prices are relatively high, but still in range. However, the 

most striking feature of most competitors is the vast number of sponsors and partners that 

support the events. Based on this finding, we have included this aspect in our business 

plan as we wish to work tougher with other organizations, apart from just publishers or 

bookstores. As there are several of direct competitors, some of the hardest competitors 

are found in the indirect competitors. Especially since streaming and other cultural activi- 

ties as theatre or other media as audio books are very popular. 

 
 

Apart from our direct competitors, we expect the indirect competition to be much more 

demanding to overcome, as it implies a change of behavior. These are not only other serv- 

ice providers such as theaters or cinemas, but especially media consumption that take 

place at home. Therefore, the most important task is to convince our potential customers 

to actually alter their media consumption in favor of going out and buy our services. So it 

can be said that streaming providers are certainly one of our largest competitors over all. 

Their customers shall be motivated to read books or at least we need to try to convince 

them that a book is in fact an attractive media. 
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In general, it can be said that our niche market will not be well protected against other ri- 

vals, as the business plan can easily be copied. Furthermore, already established compa- 

nies have much more connections to authors etc. – while we still have to start and expand 

a network. However, we do not expect big players to be interested in such a relatively 

small market (while the threat of substation by indirect competition is much higher). 

 
4.2 Partners & Sponsors 

We are interested in working with publishers, bookstores, media, independent artists and 

journalists, and maybe other book fairs. Even though these groups do not properly qualify 

as customers but rather as partners, they are included in the model as “Publishers” for 

simplicity reasons as we expect them to add financial or non-financial resources to the 

business, based on the number of customers. 

 
We are expecting publishers to be financially weak and probably unable to pay a lot for our 

services. Therefore, we rather see them as partners than as customers. The benefits for 

our company should, however, be covered by the added value that is provided by our 

services. Furthermore, our company can also benefit through contact to artists/writers, 

which may be enabled by publishers. Publishers can use our activities and products to sell 

directly to customers without having much to do. In addition, they can increase their con- 

tact to the public and of course to potential customers. More importantly, publisher might 

help us with advertising and enable us to get contacts in the market. So their contribution 

will be rather non-financial. 

 
 

Due to the fact that there are plenty of competitors and the book industry depends on part- 

nerships and sponsors, it is also planned to work with these, including partner libraries, 

book stores, media partnerships, book fairs etc. Almost all players in the book industry 

might be attractive partners. As sponsors, foundations like the Christoph Merian founda- 

tion, the culture department of the canton Basel-City and huge companies as Basler Kan- 

tonalbank, Novartis, etc. might be suitable. Sponsors are particularly important as we want 

to raise the needed loan12 of CHF 20,000 among them. 

 
 

12 
Amount that needs to be raised from outside. See 5.2.1 for further details. 
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5 The Company 

The company will be set up as a GmbH in Basel, Switzerland. Apart from the founders, no 

additional staff will be needed in the first three years. However, staff might be needed for 

the literature festival. Hiring staff will be on a temporary basis only without any long-term 

contracts. The administration work will be done on equipment and in rooms provided by 

the founders – so minimal initial investment will be needed and no office space will be 

rented. Students or volunteers can be hired as helpers, and would be paid on an hourly 

basis. For the single readings a presenter and moderator is needed and volunteers as well 

for ticket control and selling the tickets. The company is only run part-time, while both 

founders will continue to work and study. 

 
5.1 The Founders 

The two founders, Nicole Widmann and Sebastian Wanner, will have the sole responsibil- 

ity for setting up and running the company. Within the first two years, it is not planned to 

hire any additional staff, but to rely entirely on partners and external service providers. 

Both will provide 50% of the equity and therefore own 50% each of the company. 

 

 
Nicole Widmann was born on 11 September 1978. She holds a BA in Communication of 

the HWZ (Hochschule für Wirtschafts Zürich). She has been working in several positions in 

academic administration, including ETH Zurich and the Swiss Tropical Institute in Basel. 

Furthermore, she has been working in libraries for the past few years and at the bookfair 

"BuchBasel" as a volunteer. Her goal is be to find a position at a book publisher in Switzer- 

land or abroad. 

 

 
Sebastian Wanner was born on 01 October 1988. He holds a BSc in Business Administra- 

tion of FHNW (Fachhochschule Nordwestschweiz). He has been working in the banking 

industry for 8 years apart from studying part time. 

 

 
Both, Sebastian Wanner and Nicole Widmann, are part-time students in the Masters pro- 

gram MSc in International Management at FHNW. 
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We as the founders have a strong academic and professional background, but lack work 

experience in the chosen field. However, we are highly motivated to bring our knowledge 

from the university to the real world and to start a business on our own. Our goal is to cre- 

ate something new - something no one else has thought about in Basel. Furthermore, we 

are ready to take personal financial and professional risk to start this company, as we 

strongly believe in the doability of the business idea. 

 
5.2 Resources 

 
5.2.1 Legal Structure and Initial Funding 

 

The financial needs to start our company are a cash amount of CHF 40,000, of which the 

founders invest CHF 20,000 and other investors the remaining sum of CHF 20,000 (pref- 

erably as loan, though with a personal liability of the founders). CHF 20,000 is also a basic 

requirement for the legal structure of GmbH, which we intend to create. The CHF 20,000 

will be preferably provided from partners, especially from foundations. The assumed inter- 

est is 5%, repayment starts in the 4th year. In general, the fix costs will be only low, espe- 

cially in the first two years (as there is no literature festival yet). As funders we will try to 

gain the Christoph Merian foundation in Basel and the culture department of the canton. 

The "Basler Kantonalbank" or, Roche or Novartis might be also possible funders. 

 
We expect CHF 40,000 to be sufficient in order to both maintain the business and finance 

both the literature festival and additional staff in future years (starting from year 3). This is 

due to the fact that our business case mainly relies on variable costs with very low fixed 

costs, especially at the beginning. The conservative business plan with only limited sales 

in the first years also reduced the need for cash. Furthermore, within the first five years no 

returns are planned for the founders and only limited cash outflows for the debt owners. 

This will lead to a smaller overall cash outflow. Almost 100% of the cash income will there- 

fore be re-invested into the company. Within the first five years, dividends will only be paid 

if there is sufficient cash without potential investment opportunities. 

 
5.2.2 Financial Planning & Key Figures 

 

The financial planning describes all figures and planes that are basically related to money. 

It is based on assumptions about the expected number of customers, the prices we want 
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to charge, and the costs that will arise from conducting the business. It is among the cru- 

cial instruments in planning the operations of our business. Furthermore, it is of course re- 

lated to other parts of the business plan, such as funding, customers and market, but it is 

the only part that brings everything together. In the appendix A.1-A.6, the calculations in- 

cluding Income, Costs, Cash Flow, and the Balance Sheet for the first five years of the 

company can be seen in detail. 

 

 
The planning is mostly based on units, which is basically one customer that buys our serv- 

ice at one point, for which we will charge a price. All income and all variable costs are fun- 

damentally connected to these units. Apart from variable costs, fixed costs and invest- 

ments are calculated independently of sold units. Some fix costs and some initial invest- 

ments will already occur in the 2016 (year 0) but are included in the year 1 (2017). Benefits 

from partnerships, which are summarized as publishers, are cautiously mentioned in the 

income statement too, in addition to income from units sold to customers. The most impor- 

tant figures can be seen in the Profit and Loss statement and the Cash Flow forecasts. In 

order to provide a comprehensive view, comments on the assumptions and the figures are 

also provided in the appendix. 

Table 4: Key Financial Figures 
 

 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

EBIT CHF 610 CHF 8'830 CHF 11'312 CHF 17'305 CHF 29'515 

Cash Flow 

From Oper- 

ating Activity 

 
CHF -3'045 

 
CHF 2'318 

 
CHF 4'026 

 
CHF 9'486 

 
CHF 20'403 

Cash at the 

end of the 

period 

 
CHF 35'955 

 
CHF 28'272 

 
CHF 30'299 

 
CHF 32'785 

 
CHF 46'188 

 

The above figures show how the key figures are expected to change over the course of  

the first five years. We consider the cash flow to be the most important, as the solvency of 

the company is of highest priority at all times. However, neither potential investments nor 
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debts related to new target groups13 are included. Most importantly, no cash or salaries 

have been calculated for the founders, so except for debt payments, the cash will stay in 

the company. Dividends will only be paid if there is more than sufficient cash without any 

useful projects to investment in14. This also leads to the fact that calculating ratios on the 

financial figures is not useful in most cases, as the “true” costs, including equity costs and 

potential salaries to the founders, are not included and are basically waived as a decision 

to strengthen the business in the first years of its existence. 

 
5.3 Website 

The website will be a key instrument of our business as it is the main source of advertise- 

ment, marketing, and customer relations. For this reason, we are planning to create our 

website with Jimdo, which is a company that enables small businesses do easily create 

and start their own website. There will be no initial investment but only fixed monthly costs 

of EUR 25 for running the website. The website will need to be fully available in both Eng- 

lish and German. 

 

 
The website will include some key aspects. Apart from a professional appearance, we plan 

to include a number of features. These include photographs of events that have already 

taken place (maybe this needs to be staged at the very beginning), testimonials of cus- 

tomers, and videos. The website should of course include the complete schedule for at 

least half a year. The most important feature, however, will be an online ticketing system to 

enable customers to pay their tickets only. Receipts will be sent by email. As we need to 

know the email address, we will ask customers for a few other personal details such as 

age and hometown. This will enable a more specific marketing strategy. A newsletter will 

also be sent regularly as an easy and cheap marketing measure. To gain further e-mail 

addresses we want to work also with the library GGG as a partner. The website's design 

shall be held in the colors black, red and white as the whole marketing campaign. As font 

kind of creepy handwriting will be chosen. 

 
 
 

 

13 
See 3.2.1: Additional target groups. 

14 
Paying dividends is to the sole discretionary of the founders. 
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Furthermore, we also want to include our partners and sponsors on the website, and 

maybe enable them to both advertise and sell their products directly through us. 

 
5.4 Risk Analysis 

There are profound risks attached to our company. It is not sure that the company will suc- 

ceed. As a result, some basic thoughts have been given to this topic. According to our ba- 

sic assumptions, the numbers we calculated (price, costs, units sold, etc.) are the most 

likely and realistic from our point of view. There are neither understated nor exaggerated. 

Nevertheless, we want to make sure that the risks (basically the probability of failing to 

meet our goals) and the consequences that might arise are known. 

 

 
The absolute costs of failure are CHF 40,000, which are either directly or indirectly carried 

by the founders. The cost structure of our company consists mainly of variable costs, so 

initial investments and financial liabilities alike are limited. Due to the high portion of vari- 

able costs, lower than expected sales do not necessarily cause losses, but bring the profit 

to zero. In order to minimize losses, we will closely monitor the costs and profits and com- 

pare those to the business plan. If the business does not develop as expected, adjust- 

ments can be easily made. The biggest costs, such as the festival, marketing, or additional 

staff can be amended short dated.
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6 Action Plan 

Goal 
 

Within two years, the company shall be able to set up readings with actors and 

authors, and in addition an annual literature festival. These goals shall be achieved 

with the number of clients and the financial figures defined in the Business Plan. The 

aim of this action plan is to describe the steps that need to be taken specifically to 

reach not only the final goal, but also sub-goals defined for each year. Unless 

otherwise stated, all tasks are equally done by the founders themselves. 

 

Pre-start, till 01 January 2017 
 

In the first phase prior to the official start of the company as defined in the business 

plan, we want to do everything that is necessary to start the operational business as of 

01 Janu- ary 2017. However, key aspects such as the website, the design, and the 

first contact to partners should take place as early as possible, ideally before 1 

November 2016: 

 

 
 Founding of company, including collection of money and opening of bank 

account 

 Making contact to actors who might be interested in doing the readings 

 Make contact to owners of possible locations and evaluate the locations 

 Make contact to service provider for aperitif 

 Make contact to bookstores and libraries 

 Make contact to publishers 

 Design the layout of flyers, posters, etc. 

 Create the website incl. ticketing function 

 Fix the readings for the first half of 2017 (3-4 readings) 

 Promote the company 

 

 
Several milestones have to be reached in 2016. Among the most important, the 

locations have to be defined. 

 

01 January 2017 – 31 December 2017 (first year) 
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Any success in 2017 is heavily dependent on the pre-work done in 2016. Therefore, 

we assume that locations and dates have been chosen, and actors as well as authors 

have al- ready agreed to join. Furthermore, contact has been made with publishers 

and other part- ners. Consequently, in 2017 we have to concentrate promoting the 

already known dates, and on organizing new events for the second half of the year. 

During the year, the organi- zation of the literature festival in 2018 will be a further 

main priority, especially the location needs to be know well in advance by the middle 

of the year 2017 at the latest. 

 

 
 Organize the actual readings – fix the readings for the second half of 2017 

 Promote the company / Prepare promotion for literature festival 

 Contact artists directly or their management to fix authors readings for 2018 

 Make first preparations for the literature festival (search for rooms, etc.) 

 
 

The most important milestone of the year 2017 is to find a suitable location to hold the 

lit- erature festival. We want to have the location by the middle of the year. 

 

2. 01 January 2018 – 31 December 2018 (second year) 
 

The second year will be crucial as the number of events and customers are expected 

to growth further. In addition, the literature festival will take place for the first time ever. 

This will not only result in a great amount of work, but also in 

 

 
 Further promote the festival; cooperate with local media and partners/sponsors. 

 Hire additional staff for the festival 

 Fix contracts, agreements, etc. related to the festival 

 In general, seek new partnerships with actors, locations, authors, etc. 

 Stay in contact with our customers 

 
5. Further years 

 

Further years will see a steady growth in the sales and the businesses. It is most 

impor- tant, to consolidate the results that have been achieved and to strengthen the 
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business despite higher sales and volume. 
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Appendixes 

 
A. Financial Planning & Sales 

 
A.1 Report Salary Costs 

 

 

 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Additional Staff CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 12'000 CHF 18'000 CHF 18'000 

Founders CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 0 

Total Salaries CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 12'000 CHF 18'000 CHF 18'000 

Social Insurance CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 1'800 CHF 2'700 CHF 2'700 

Total Gross 
Salaries 

CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 13'800 CHF 20'700 CHF 20'700 

 

 

A.2 Income Report 

 

Comments on A.1: Additional staff will be needed as soon as the business grows bigger. This is only for temporary workers, 

as no fixed contracts will be done. The founders will not receive any income from the company, as the profits shall be 

reinvested into the business. 

Comments on A.2 / Units Sold: This shows the expected number of customers in every year for every service. However, the 

numbers for each service are double counted for publishers to provide a basis for further calculation. So for example, only 325 

customers are expected for the literature festival in 2018, not 2 times 325. 
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Units Sold 
 

 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Literature Festival 
(Customers) 0 325 650 975 1300 

Literature Festival 
(Publisher) 0 325 650 975 1300 

Public readings 
(Actor/professional reader) 
(Customers) 

 
260 

 
520 

 
780 

 
975 

 
975 

Public readings (with 
actor/professional 
reader) (Publishers) 

 
260 

 
520 

 
780 

 
975 

 
975 

Public Readings (with 
author) (Customers) 325 650 975 1300 1625 

Public Readings (with 
author) (Publishers) 325 650 975 1300 1625 
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Price per unit 
 

 

 
 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Literature Festival 

(Customers) 
CHF 35 CHF 35 CHF 35 CHF 35 CHF 35 

Literature Festival 

(Publisher) 
CHF 0 CHF 1 CHF 2.5 CHF 3.5 CHF 5 

Public readings 

(Actor/professional 

reader) (Customers) 

 
CHF 30 

 
CHF 30 

 
CHF 30 

 
CHF 30 

 
CHF 30 

Public readings (with 

actor/professional 

reader) (Publishers 

 
CHF 0 

 
CHF 1 

 
CHF 2.5 

 
CHF 3.5 

 
CHF 5 

Public Readings (with 

author) (Customers) 
CHF 45 CHF 45 CHF 45 CHF 45 CHF 45 

Public Readings (with 

author) (Publisers) 
CHF 0 CHF 1 CHF 2.5 CHF 3.5 CHF 5 

Comments on A.2 / Price per unit: This shows the price per unit. CHF 35 for the literature festival, CHF 30 for public readings 

with actors, and CHF 45 for readings with authors. Publishers are also cautiously included. Their number does not necessarily 

reflect direct financial contributions, but also services (e.g. promotion) that are worth money and will therefore be financially 

beneficial for our business. 
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Revenue 
 

 

 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Literature Festival 

(Customers) 
CHF 0 CHF 11'375 CHF 22'750 CHF 34'125 CHF 45'500 

Literature Festival 

(Publisher) 
CHF 0 CHF 325 CHF 1'625 CHF 3'412 CHF 6'500 

Public readings 

(Actor/professional 

reader) (Customers) 

 
CHF 7'800 

 
CHF 15'600 

 
CHF 23'400 

 
CHF 29'250 

 
CHF 29'250 

Public readings (with 

actor/professional 

reader) (Publishers 

 
CHF 0 

 
CHF 520 

 
CHF 1'950 

 
CHF 3'412 

 
CHF 4'875 

Public Readings (with 

author) (Customers) 
CHF 14'625 CHF 29'250 CHF 43'875 CHF 58'500 CHF 73'125 

Public Readings (with 

author) (Publishers) 
CHF 0 CHF 650 CHF 2'438 CHF 4'550 CHF 8'125 

Total Revenue CHF 22'425 CHF 57'720 CHF 96'038 CHF 133'250 CHF 167'375 

Comments on A.2 / Revenue: Number of sales (units) times the price. 
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A.3 Cost Report 

 

Variable Costs 
 

 
 
 

Literature Festival 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Actors CHF 0 CHF 975 CHF 1'950 CHF 2'925 CHF 3'900 

Authors CHF 0 CHF 3'250 CHF 6'500 CHF 9'750 
CHF 13'000 

Room / Equipment CHF 0 CHF 4'875 CHF 9'750 CHF 14'625 
CHF 19'500 

Aperitif CHF 0 CHF 520 CHF 2'600 CHF 5'460 
CHF 10'400 

Total CHF 0 CHF 9’620 CHF 20’800 CHF 32'760 CHF 46'800 

  

Comments on Variable Costs: The variable costs are assigned to the different services on a Unit level, which means that the costs are 

calculated based on the number of units sold. The numbers are assumptions, which find realistic based on usual prices for rents and 

technical equipment. 

The variable costs are divided in four categories. Costs related to Actors and Authors (e.g. travelling), costs related to rooms and 

equipment, and costs related to food/aperitif that is to be served at the events. 
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Readings (with 

actor/professional 

reader) 

 

2017 

 

2018 

 

2019 

 

2020 

 

2021 

Actors CHF 1'300 CHF 2'600 CHF 3'900 CHF 4'875 CHF 4'875 

Aperitif CHF 2'080 CHF 4'160 CHF 6'240 CHF 7'800 CHF 7'800 

Room / Equipment CHF 1'300 CHF 2'600 CHF 3'900 CHF 4'875 CHF 4'875 

Total CHF 4'680 CHF 9'360 CHF 14'040 CHF 17'550 CHF 17'550 

 

Readings (with author) 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Aperitif CHF 2'600 CHF 5'200 CHF 7'800 CHF 10'400 CHF 13'000 

Authors CHF 1'625 CHF 3'250 CHF 4'875 CHF 6'500 CHF 8'125 

Room / Equipment CHF 1'625 CHF 3'250 CHF 4'875 CHF 6'500 CHF 8'125 

Total CHF 5'850 CHF 11'700 CHF 17'550 CHF 23'400 CHF 29'250 
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Fixed Costs 
 

 

 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

IT & Office Costs CHF 2'000 CHF 2'000 CHF 2'000 CHF 2'000 CHF 2'000 

Marketing CHF 5'000 CHF 8'000 CHF 5'000 CHF 5'000 CHF 5'000 

Website Jimdo CHF 360 CHF 360 CHF 360 CHF 360 CHF 360 

Total CHF 7'360 CHF 10'360 CHF 7'360 CHF 7'360 CHF 7'360 

 

Total Costs 
 

 

 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Total Acquisition 
Costs 

CHF 2'925 CHF 5'850 CHF 8'775 CHF 11'375 CHF 13'000 

Total variable 
Costs 

CHF 10'530 CHF 30'680 CHF 52'390 CHF 73'710 CHF 93'600 

Total Fixed Costs CHF 7'360 CHF 10'360 CHF 7'360 CHF 7'360 CHF 7'360 

Salaries CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 12'000 CHF 18'000 CHF 18'000 

Social Insurance 
Costs 

CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 1'800 CHF 2'700 CHF 2'700 

Total CHF 20'815 CHF 46'890 CHF 82'325 CHF 113'145 CHF 134'660 

Comments on Fixed Costs: Costs for running the website (Jimdo) and assumptions for budgeting further expenses in marking and 

administration 

Comments on Total Costs: Summary of the above-calculated costs 
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A.4 Profit and Loss Report 

 

 

 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Revenue CHF 22'425 CHF 57'720 CHF 96'038 CHF 133'250 CHF 167'375 

COGS1 CHF 2'925 CHF 5'850 CHF 8'775 CHF 11'375 CHF 13'000 

Gross Profit CHF 19'500 CHF 51'870 CHF 87'262 CHF 121'875 CHF 154'375 

Actors (Festival) CHF 0 CHF 975 CHF 1'950 CHF 2'925 CHF 3'900 

Actors (Readings) CHF 1'300 CHF 2'600 CHF 3'900 CHF 4'875 CHF 4'875 

Aperitif (Festival) CHF 0 CHF 520 CHF 2'600 CHF 5'460 CHF 10'400 

Aperitif 

(Readings/Actor) 
CHF 2'080 CHF 4'160 CHF 6'240 CHF 7'800 CHF 7'800 

Aperitif 

(Readings/Author) 
CHF 2'600 CHF 5'200 CHF 7'800 CHF 10'400 CHF 13'000 

Authors (Festival) CHF 0 CHF 3'250 CHF 6'500 CHF 9'750 CHF 13'000 

Authors (Readings) CHF 1'625 CHF 3'250 CHF 4'875 CHF 6'500 CHF 8'125 

Jimdo CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 0 

Rent for rooms CHF 0 CHF 4'875 CHF 9'750 CHF 14'625 CHF 19'500 

 

1 
Costs of goods sold, relates to administration work in relation to customer services. 

Comments on Profit and Loss Report: Summary of the above-calculated costs. Please note that no salaries for the founders have been 

included, as none will be paid out in the first years of the company’s existence. Therefore, the costs are too low from a theoretical point of 

view. 
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Rent for the room / 

Infrastructure (Actors) 
CHF 1'300 CHF 2'600 CHF 3'900 CHF 4'875 CHF 4'875 

Rent for the room / 

Infrastructure (Author) 
CHF 1'625 CHF 3'250 CHF 4'875 CHF 6'500 CHF 8'125 

IT & Office Costs CHF 2'000 CHF 2'000 CHF 2'000 CHF 2'000 CHF 2'000 

Marketing CHF 5'000 CHF 8'000 CHF 5'000 CHF 5'000 CHF 5'000 

Website Jimdo CHF 360 CHF 360 CHF 360 CHF 360 CHF 360 

Salaries CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 12'000 CHF 18'000 CHF 18'000 

Social Insurance CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 1'800 CHF 2'700 CHF 2'700 

EBITDA CHF 1'610 CHF 10'830 CHF 13'712 CHF 20'105 CHF 32'715 

% Margin 7.18% 18.76% 14.28% 15.09% 19.55% 

Depreciation CHF 1'000 CHF 2'000 CHF 2'400 CHF 2'800 CHF 3'200 

EBIT CHF 610 CHF 8'830 CHF 11'312 CHF 17'305 CHF 29'515 

% Margin 2.72% 15.29% 11.77% 12.98% 17.63% 

Interest on Loan CHF 1'000 CHF 1'000 CHF 1'000 CHF 1'000 CHF 750 

Income Tax CHF 122 CHF 1'766 CHF 2'262 CHF 3'461 CHF 5'903 

Profit CHF -512 CHF 6'064 CHF 8'050 CHF 12'844 CHF 22'862 

% Margin -2.28% 10.51% 8.38% 9.64% 13.66% 
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A.5 Balance Sheet 
 

 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Cash & Short- 

Term Investments 
CHF 35'955 CHF 28'272 CHF 30'299 CHF 32'785 CHF 46'188 

Accounts 

Receivable 
CHF 1'869 CHF 4'810 CHF 8'003 CHF 11'104 CHF 13'948 

Inventory CHF 2'242 CHF 5'772 CHF 9'604 CHF 13'325 CHF 16'738 

Total Current 

Assets 
CHF 40'066 CHF 38'854 CHF 47'905 CHF 57'214 CHF 76'874 

Net Fixed Assets CHF 0 CHF 8'000 CHF 7'600 CHF 6'800 CHF 5'600 

Total Non-Current 
Assets CHF 0 CHF 8'000 CHF 7'600 CHF 6'800 CHF 5'600 

Total assets CHF 40'066 CHF 46'854 CHF 55'505 CHF 64'014 CHF 82'474 

Accounts Payable CHF 578 CHF 1'302 CHF 1'903 CHF 2'568 CHF 3'166 

Total Current 

Liabilities 
CHF 578 CHF 1'302 CHF 1'903 CHF 2'568 CHF 3'166 

Long-Term Debt CHF 20'000 CHF 20'000 CHF 20'000 CHF 15'000 CHF 10'000 
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Total Non-Current 
Liabilities CHF 20'000 CHF 20'000 CHF 20'000 CHF 15'000 CHF 10'000 

Common Stock CHF 20'000 CHF 20'000 CHF 20'000 CHF 20'000 CHF 20'000 

Retained 

Earnings CHF -512 CHF 5'552 CHF 13'602 CHF 26'446 CHF 49'308 

Total Equity CHF 19'488 CHF 25'552 CHF 33'602 CHF 46'446 CHF 69'308 

Total Liabilities 

and Equity CHF 40'066 CHF 46'854 CHF 55'505 CHF 64'014 CHF 82'474 

 

A.6 Cash Flow Statement 

 

 

 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

Net Income CHF -512 CHF 6'064 CHF 8'050 CHF 12'844 CHF 22'862 

Depreciation and 

Amortisation 
CHF 1'000 CHF 2'000 CHF 2'400 CHF 2'800 CHF 3'200 

-Increase / 
+Decrease in 
current assets 

CHF -4'111 CHF -6'471 CHF -7'025 CHF -6'822 CHF -6'256 

Comments on Cash Flow Statement: As in the P&L report, it should be noted that neither payments on equity nor on salaries for the 

founders have been included. These are waived in the first years do strengthen the solvency of the company. 
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+Increase / - 

Decrease in 

current liabilities 

 

CHF 578 

 

CHF 724 

 

CHF 601 

 

CHF 664 

 

CHF 598 

Cash Flow From 

Operating 

Activity 

 

CHF -3'045 

 

CHF 2'318 

 

CHF 4'026 

 

CHF 9'486 

 

CHF 20'403 

      

Investments CHF 1'000 CHF 10'000 CHF 2'000 CHF 2'000 CHF 2'000 

Cash Flow From 

Investing 

Activity 

 

CHF -1'000 

 

CHF -10'000 

 

CHF -2'000 

 

CHF -2'000 

 

CHF -2'000 

      

Debt Issued CHF 20'000 CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 0 

Debt Repaid CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 5'000 CHF 5'000 

Stock Issues CHF 20'000 CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 0 

Stock 

Repurchased 
CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 0 CHF 0 

Cash Flow From 

Investing 

Activities 

 

CHF 40'000 

 

CHF 0 

 

CHF 0 

 

CHF -5'000 

 

CHF -5'000 
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Cash at the 

Beginning of 

period 

 

CHF 40’000 

 

CHF 35'955 

 

CHF 28'272 

 

CHF 30'299 

 

CHF 32'785 

Cash at the end 

of the period 
CHF 35'955 CHF 28'272 CHF 30'299 CHF 32'785 CHF 46'188 

Net Change in 

Cash 
CHF 35'955 CHF -7'682 CHF 2'026 CHF 2'486 CHF 13'403 
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B. Competitor Analysis 
 

For being able to lead a successful business, it is essential to know as much as possible 

about its competitors. Although there are several competitors within the book industry, it’s 

even more important to have an overview about their products and strengths and 

weaknesses because the book industry is in general fighting to survive. 

As competitors the following are defined: 
 

Direct competitors 
 

 International book fair „BuchBasel“ 

 Small book fair in Basel „Begegnung Buch“ 

 Book fair Zurich and Winterthur „Zürich liest“ 

 Crime novel fairs „Mord am Hellweg“, „Criminale“ and Munich 

 Famous international book fairs as Frankfurt and Leipzig 

 House of literature Basel and Zurich 

 Bookstores (Thalia incl. Orell Füssli, Bider und Tanner, Probst und Probst etc.) 

 Book publishers 

 Libraries (GGG in Basel) 

 Crime dinners 

 

Indirect competitors 
 

 Cinemas (thrillers) 

 Theaters 

 DVD or streaming (private consumption) 

 Audiobooks (producers audiobooks) 

 Privately organized reading groups 
 
 

 
 

Buch Basel (bookfair), from Thursday evening until Sunday, www.buchbasel.ch 
 

Price tickets: Single ticket Fr. 15.-/12.-, Day ticket Friday Fr. 40.-/35.-, Day ticket Saturday 

Fr. 70.-/65.-, Day ticket Sunday Fr. 40.-/35.-, Ticket (whole day) Friday until Sunday Fr. 

100.-/90.- 

Reduced prices: AHV, IV, Members of LiteraturBasel, Young people and students between 

18 and 25 years. Kids until 18 and school classes have free entry (classes need to apply in 

advance). 
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Ticketing/Place of Sales: Advance sale via online-ticketing system or at the bookstore 

„Bider und Tanner“. At „Volkshaus“ right before the event. 
 

Partnerships and sponsors: Sponsors: Christoph Merian Foundation, Canton Basel-Stadt 

(Culture), Swisslos Basel-Landschaft, Ernst Göhner Foundation, prohelvetia, GGG Basel, 

festival bookstore: „Bider & Tanner“, Media partner: bz Basel, Basler Zeitung, Radio X, 

Tele Basel, NZZ am Sonntag, Partners: Theater Basel, Die Zeit, Basler Buchhändler- und 

Verlegerverein, sbvv, Statens Kunstfond,  Pro  Innerstadt,  volunteers  at  the  fair  

Through its partnerships has BuchBasel lots of contacts to famous authors and publishers. 

Variety literature / genres: There is a large variety but the focus is not on pop-literature but 

on more complex literature. There is no focus on thrillers and crime novels. 

Variety of events: Readings, Events for children and teenagers, Discussions and talks 

(Can the Swiss book publisher still be saved?), Awarding of the Swiss book prize (prize is 

linked to publishers and media within Switzerland) 

Variety of locations: Diverse locations in Basel (Volkshaus, Obst & Gemüse, Café 

Frühling, Musik-Academy Basel, GGG, Museum Kleines Klingental etc.) 

Creativity / Specials: Very professionally organized book fair with its own logo (colorful 

stripes on black). Creative event locations; Obst & Gemüse is f.ex. a bike store. 

Availability: 

Easy way to buy tickets (see ticketing). Event locations are all in Basel and easy to reach 

on foot or by public transportation. 

Event communication: Homepage, posters, flyers, homepages of partners, Basel Tourism, 

dresscode for volunteers and employees (black shirts). 

 
 
 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Established book fair Is hiring volunteers 
Invites representatives from the book 
sector and notable authors (Live- 
Readings) 
 

Good atmosphere 
 

Partnerships (Libraries and bookstores 
etc.) 

Costs-Revenues 
 

Fixed costs (rents, salaries etc.) 
 

Not specialized on thrillers and crime 
novels 
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Attractive website 
 

Is awarding the Swiss book prize 
Larger budget through sponsors 
Separate events for children and teens 
Professional ticketing-system 
Several locations in Basel 

 

 

 
 
 

Begegnung Buch (bookfair), one-day-fair, www.begegnungbuch.ch 
 

The „Begegnung Buch“ is a rather new bookfair which started 2015 for the first time. It’ll 

take place April 8, 2017 the next time. 

Price tickets: Fr. 10.—incl. 5 Fr. shopping voucher 
 

Ticketing/Place of Sales: Restaurant Union (event location), no online sale 
 

Partnerships and sponsors: bz Basel (media partnership), Zebra Box, supported by the 

Swiss Booksellers and Publishers Association and by volunteers 

Variety literature/genres: Wide diversification of literature incl. crime novels and thrillers. 

There is no focus on the crime and thriller genre. 

Variety of events: Forums and readings; meetings lectors, publishers, illustrators and 

authors; platform especially for small publishing companies; meeting-bar with drinks and 

snacks; book tables; discussions; sign language-café (organized by fingershop.ch). 

Variety of locations: 1 location, takes place at restaurant Union in Basel 
 

Creativity/Specials: Young bookfair, Presence on the web can be improved and be more 

creative, Sing-language-café is a rather new idea but otherwise the fair is organized in a 

classical way. 

Availability: Fair location is easily to reach (tram Nr. 8 from railway station SBB). Tickets 

can be bought directly at restaurant Union. 

Event communication: Homepage, newsletter, social media (Ad campaign on Facebook), 

flyers, posters in Basel, media partnership with bz Basel, media documentation on 

homepage. 
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Strengths Weaknesses 

New in Basel, rather small (2 stages), 1 
location 

Some partners and sponsors 
Wide offer 
Platform for publishers 

Not famous yet 
Costs-revenues 
Smaller than other fairs (smaller budget) 

 

 
 

„Zürich liest“ (bookfair), during 5 days, biggest literature festival in Switzerland, 

www.zürich-liest.ch 

Price tickets: Comparable to the prices of „BuchBasel“ 
 

Ticketing/Place of Sales: Festival tent next to the café Odeon at Bellevue; directly at the 

event location, online via homepage zürich-liest.ch. 

Partnerships and sponsors: Festival partners are the culture departments of the city Zurich 

and canton Zurich; Co-partners: City Winterthur, Jan Michalski foundation, Migros, „Kaufm. 

Verband“ Zurich, KIBAG; Logistics and hospitality partners: VVZ Zurich, The Dolder 

Grand, Hotel Rothaus, AVA, City bus Winterthur, Café Odeon; Media partners: Tages- 

Anzeiger, Der Landbote, Radio 1, Literarischer Monat, Transhelvetica. Through its 

partnerships has Zürichliest lots of contacts to famous authors and publishers. 
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Variety literature/genres: Wide offer of different literature genres incl. crime and thriller, but 

these are not in the focus. Poetry and comedy are also in the fair’s program included. 

Organization is inspired by the program of the bookfair in Leipzig/Germany. 

Variety of events: Totally more than 100 events; For ex. readings, discussions, programme 

for children, literary tram tours at Bellevue and city walks, book exhibitions, publisher 

presentations, food and drinks. 

Variety of locations: Zurich, Winterthur and surroundings 
 

Creativity/Specials: Professional organization. Simple, but well designed website which 

gives a good overview. There are hardly any information about the 2016’s fair on the 

homepage. Positive and special offer: Literature in the tram. 

Availability: Zurich and surroundings. Fair might attract literature- and book lovers from all 

over Switzerland and from abroad. 

Event communication: Homepage in German and English, media, newsletter, social media 

(Facebook), posters, booklets, flyers 

 

Strengths Weaknesses 

More than 100 events in Zurich, 
Winterthur and surroundings 

Partnerships and sponsors 
Programs for children 
Professionally organized 
Largest fair in Switzerland 

No focus on thriller and crime 
 

Costs-revenues 
Fixed costs 

 

 
 

Crime novel festivals: „Mord am Hellweg“, festivals in Munich, Hamburg and 

other cities, www.mordamhellweg.de, www.krimifestival-muenchen.de 

„Mord am Hellweg“ is Europe’s biggest international fair for crime novels and thrillers 

(events take place over a periode of a few months all over Germany). The events of the 
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fair in Munich take place every year in summer and autumn. Munich is one of the largest 

thriller festivals as well. 

Price tickets: From around 15 Euros until 35 Euros. Approx. around 20 Euros. 

Ticketing/Place of Sales: Online bookings and ordering, Directly at the event 

Partnerships and sponsors: Busses and trains NRW, WDR, Welt am Sonntag (media 

partner), Sparkasse UnnaKamen, Westfälisches Literaturbüro Unna, IKEA, lilawe- 

Literaturland Westfalen etc. Partners of festival Munich: Hallo München, Goldmann, 

Kulturreferat München, Hugendubel.de 

Variety literature/genres: Specialized on thrillers and crime literature. The festivals have an 

amazing programme. Guest authors are the most famous authors in the genre: for ex. 

Sebastian Fitzek, Jussi Adler-Olsen, Max Bentow, Nicci French, Arnaldur Indridason und 

Jo Nesbo. Nele Neuhaus, Donna Leon. 

Variety of events: Readings, Ladies Crime Night, Fit for Crime-bike tour, animal-crime 

evening on a ranch, thriller-weekend in a hotel, tour with the night watchman, brunch, 

awarding crime prize, Swedish crime night, crime camp etc. Munich offers crime nights in 

the section room. 

Variety of locations: All over Germany from Berlin, Hagen, Düsseldorf, Dortmund and 

Munich etc. 

Creativity/Specials: Very creative and exciting homepage and event programme. Festivals 

don’t only offer readings. The Swedish crime night takes place at IKEA. In Munich 

readings take place in the pathological institute. Munich is also organizing Icelandic crime 

nights. 

Availability: Tickets can be ordered online. Crime fans from Switzerland or other countries 

have to drive a longer way to get there. 

Event communication: Media partners, Homepage, Social Media, Flyers, Posters, possible 

radio spots 

 

Strenghts Weaknesses 

Impressive 
authors 

program with 
from different 

well-known 
countries 

Distance to get 
budget / cost-revenues 

to the festival 
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Contacts and partnerships 
 

Well organized and professional 
Creative 
Fair ticket prices 

 

 

 

 
International bookfairs as Frankfurt and Leipzig, take place over several days 

every year, www.buchmesse.de, www.leipziger-buchmesse.de 

The fairs, especially Frankfurt, are known all over the world. Not only for professionals but 

also for private people. The fairs don’t only have offices in Germany but also abroad. 

Some days of the fairs are reserved for professionals only. (private people can visit the fair 

at the weekend). Frankfurt and Leipzig are THE fairs fort the international book sector. 

Tickets: Single tickets, Group- and family tickets, weekend passes incl. discount. Ticket 

prices will be announced in early summer 2016. 

Ticketing/Place of Sales: online (Print or on smart phone). www.eventim.de, telephone 

sale, different places of sale in the Rhein-Main area, directly at the fair 

Partnerships and sponsors: Plenty of sponsors and partners. Both book fairs profit from 

their excellent reputation. Media partners are for ex. Süddeutsche Zeitung, Die Welt, 

Handelsblatt etc. 

Variety literature/genres: Wide range of literature. Fiction but also non-fiction books. 
 

Variety of events: Readings and signings, Selling of books, discussions, talks, trends- and 

lifestyle themes, guest of honor, conferences, Business Club for professionals, forum, 

giftshops, exhibition audio books, information about education in the book sector, parties 

and catering etc. 

Variety of locations: Huge fair in Frankfurt, in total 15 stages (1 location but very wide). 
 

Creativity/Specials: Highly professional and especially attractive to book professionals. 

Homepage not especially creative but professionally organized. 

Availability: Not too far from Switzerland. Attracts people from all over the world. 
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Event communications: Homepage, newsletter, posters, flyers, tourism office, media 

dossiers to media and info dossiers to publishers, information centers. 

 

Strenghts Weaknesses 

Very good reputation Distance to Switzerland 

Professional Costs-revenues? 

Important to professionals in the book 
sector 

Size 

Size 

Attracts probably only book and literature 
interested people (average  readers 
might not visit the fairs) 

 
Not specialized on crime and thriller 

 
 

 

 
House of literature Basel and Zurich 

 

Price Tickets: Around Fr. 18-25.-- 
 

Ticketing / Place of Sales: Online, Book store Bider und Tanner 
 

Partnerships and sponsors: Basel: BuchBasel, Literaturlobby Basel, Bider & Tanner, 

Foundation Christian Merian, Kultur Basel-Stadt, kulturelles.bl, GGG, prohelvetia, arte, 

literaturhaus.net; Zürich: Zürcher Kantonalbank, Stadt Zürich-Kultur 

Variety literature/genres: Classic literature, almost no thrillers 
 

Variety of events: Readings, talks and discussions, literary walks, writing courses, reading 

groups, literary travels, couch readings, literature on ARTE, awarding prize of different 

literature houses, financial support of newcomers, openair literature festival in Zurich. 

Variety of locations: Readings in the houses or abroad 
 

Creativity: Classic design, homepage of house in Zurich is rather boring. 
 

Event communications: Online (Homepage, Social Media, Newsletter, Media as Arte), 

Flyers, Posters, communications via partners. 
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Strenghts Weaknesses 

Own rooms     Costs-revenues 

Liked with a café 
    

Not specialized on crime literature 

Partners to book 

Zurich 

fairs in Basel and Audience: book lovers and book 

professionals, audience is limited 

 

 
 
 

Book stores like Thalia, Bider und Tanner, Orell Füssli etc. (Thalia and Orell Füssli 

belong together) that offer readings 

Price tickets: Free until approx. Fr. 25.- 
 

Ticketing/Place of Sales: Online, at the book store, event location, diverse place of sales 
 

Variety of events: Readings with authors (fiction and non-fiction, thriller as well). A few 

readings per month in different cities in Switzerland. Offer at book store Bachletten in 

Basel: Spending the night at the store and discover books. 

Variety of locations: All over Switzerland, book store, community college 
 

Event communication: Online (Homepage, Newsletter, Social Media, Flyers etc.) 
 

Partnerships and sponsors:GGG (flyers are available in libraries). All book stores are also 

partners of the fair BuchBasel and libraries; community college. 

Creativity: Simple, beautiful but not especially creative 
 
 

 
Strenghts Weaknesses 

Profits from already having customers 
Some readings are for free 
Partnerships with BuchBasel, Libraries 
etc. 
Have already fix locations 
Often known 

Costs-revenues 
 

No specialization on crime literature or 

thrillers (often non-fiction readings) 
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Book Publishers (z.B. Diogenes, Kein und Aber, Karger Verlag etc.) 
 

One of the most famous Swiss book publishers is Diogenes. They are well known in 

Switzerland but also worldwide. Book publishers especially act as partners of book fairs, 

stores, libraries and readings etc. Very often it the only way to get in contact to an author 

via their publisher. Many known publishers of fiction books are situated in Germany fort 

her German speaking world. Publishers also sell books of their authors online, are 

responsible for licenses and coach the author sometimes they’re organize events 

themselves. 

 

 
Strenghts Weaknesses 

Contacts to authors, actors and other 

partners as libraries, book sellers etc. 

Reputation / Known in the book sector 
 

Can be specialized in crime and thriller 

Budget 
 

Cost-revenues (a problem for the whole 

book sector) 

 

 
 
 

Libraries (GGG, KB Liestal etc. in Basel area) 
 

Although it’s not their main business, many libraries offer a wide offer of events. They’re 

also organizing readings and most of them are for free or are offered for a small fee (for 

ex. Fr. 20.—for workshops). 

Further events are the following: 
 

- Participation museum night 
 

- Readings (fiction and non-fiction) 
 

- Talks 
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- computer courses for elderly people 
 

- Events fo children and readings 
 

- Literature bus 
 

- Story taxi 
 

- Workshops (Graffity, Poetry Slams) 
 

- Meetings for playing games 
 

- Tablet heroes 
 

- Reading groups 
 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Events are often for free 
Profit from having customers 
Funding from city or canton 
Lower fix costs 
Partnerships (book stores, publishers 
etc.) 

Not specialized on crime and thrillers 
 

As the whole industry: cost-revenues, 
need to save money 

 

 
 

Crime dinners 
 

Offered by: www.safran-zunft.ch, Mord an Bord www.bpg.ch, www.dinnerkrimi.ch, 

www.jochen-schweizer.ch, 

Price ticket: ca. 100-180 francs (incl. dinner) 
 

Creativity: Very entertaining, Connection between crime and dinner, no contact to author, 

interactive 

Partners: Acting ensembles, restaurants, hotels, media, Boat cruise companies 
 

Event communication: Homepage, Social Media, Tourism office, boat crusing companies, 

Adverts 
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How often?: Approx. 1 event per month 
 

Strenghts Weaknesses 

Entertaining and interactive 
 

Wider audience is possible (also non- 
readers) 

Special target groups? Also for tourists a 
nice evening program 

Food and crime/thriller 

Permission for useing houses, places 
etc. 

Higher ticket prices 
 

Needs more organisation and staff 
Cost-revenues? 
Good catering is important (important 
factor to succeed) 

 

There are several direct competitors in the book sector who are fighting for reaching 

similar customers. Although many of them organize readings and festivals, they’re not in 

particular specialized in crime and thriller novels. The nearest crime festivals are based in 

Germany. 

Beside the direct competitors there are also indirect competitors which shouldn’t be 

forgotten. These are in specific the following: 

 Cinemas (thrillers) 

 Theaters 

 DVD or streaming (private consumption) 

 Audiobooks (producers audiobooks) 

 Privately organized reading groups 

Privately organized reading groups 

 

Indirect competitors Strengths Weaknesses 

Cinemas Films are popular 
 

Cheaper than live readings 

Attracts also people who 
don’t like books/reading 

Price tickets 
Revenues 

Theaters Sponsors (money from 
canton/culture) 

Price tickets 
Revenues 
Fight for their audience 
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DVD and streaming 
 

(One of our biggest 
competitors) 

Enormous audience 
Attractive price model 
Attractive program (up-to- 
date) 

Diverse genres 
 

Enjoying a nice evening in 
front of TV 

---- 

Audiobooks Alternative to books 
Relaxing to listen 
Crime, thrillers and lots of 
others genres 

Can be borrowed at 
libraries 

Hard market (as books) 

Privately organized groups Might be interested in our 
products 

For free 
 

Personal contracts and 
discussions, interactive 

Discovering new books 

No special experience 
 

Participants need 
motivation to continue 

 
 

Why do customers choose our products and not the competitor’s? 
 

 Specialization on the thriller and crime genre 

 Possibly a partnership with „BuchBasel“ and the library of Basel (GGG) 

 It is our goal to invite known and popular authors in the crime and thriller genre. 

Many authors, like the famous Jo Nesbo, had already readings abroad but not in 

Switzerland. 

 In the thriller and crime genre there are hardly any readings in Switzerland 

(especially no Scandinavien thrillers) 

 Passionate thriller readers should be gained as customers. We assume that thrillers 

and crime novels are also read by people who are usually not interested in classical 

literature (who preper pop culture). 

 We want to offer an enjoyable evening program with good readings, snacks and 

drinks 

 Possibility to get the books signed 

 Attractive price offer 
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C. Authors and their publishers 

 

 
Author: Publisher: 

 

Jussi Adler Olsen (Denmark): dtv (Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag), Munich 

Sebastian Fitzek (Germany): 

Jo Nesbo (Norway): ullstein, Berlin 
 

Max Bentow (Germany): Page & Turner (part of Random House), Munich 

Stuart MacBride (Scotland): Goldmann (part of Random House), Munich 

Erik Axl Sund (Sweden): Goldmann (part of Random House), Munich 

Nicci French (England): C. Bertelsmann (part of Random House,), Munich 

Kazuaki Takano (Japan): C. Bertelsmann (part of Random House), Munich 

Stefan Ahnhem (Sweden): ullstein, Berlin 

Arnaldur Indridason (Iceland): Bastei Luebbe, Köln 
 

Martin Suter (Switzerland): Diogenes, Zurich 
 

Simon Beckett (England): Rowohlt, Reinbek 
 

Nele Neuhaus (Germany): ullstein, Berlin 
 

Michael Robotham (Australia): Goldmann (part of Random House), Munich 

Monika Mansour (Schweiz): Emons-Verlag, Köln 

Alice Gabathuler (Schweiz): Thienemann-Esslinger Verlag, Stuttgart 

 
 

Further names of famous authors can be found on: www.krimi-couch.de, 
 

www.thrillerwriters.org, www.thecwa.co.uk 
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D. Communication & Design 
 

Communications and marketing instruments 

 

 
Corporate Identity 

 

All of our measure in communications and marketing shall be presented in corporate identity. As 

our colors are chosen black, red and white for the texts. The font is a scratchy/shaky handwriting in 

white. All cross-media instruments as homepage, newsletters, posters, flyers but also tickets shall 

be presented in a similar design. Even the reading table and the location shall be designed in our 

colors. 

Flyers 
 

To gain customers and to announce our readings flyers with our unique design will be created. 

They will be distributed via partners and places where our target group can be found. This could be 

universities, cafés, libraries etc. As a special way of distribution it is planned to put the flyers in 

crime and thriller books in libraries and book stores. Thus, our target group will be reached 

automatically. Customers who visit a reading will receive flyers for future events at the event itself. 

Posters 

Same design as on flyers and social media etc. (see corporate identity). There shall be designed a 

variety of posters. One version is designed in a simply way with just a picture, the homepage and 

the organizer. On an other version authors will be announced, too. On the posters there won't be 

any picture of the authors yet. The posters shall be presented for free in libraries, book stores and 

other actors in the book industry. Further the readings or festivals should be announced in cafés, 

schools, universities and on homepages as ronorp.ch or on social media. 

 
 

Social Media 
 

As social media instruments Facebook, Instagram and Twitter are chosen. In these channels 

existing and potential customers but also partners will be informed about upcoming events and 

news. It is important that these channels are updated regularly and comments have to be read and 

answered. It Is a good instrument you get feedback from stakeholders. We can create and invite 

followers and friends to the events, spread the word and post pictures from previous events. 
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Newsletter 
 

People can register on the homepage for a newsletter. That’s also a way how we expect to gain 

customer data as e-mail addresses. Interested people will be regularly updated about upcoming 

events. Although the newsletter shall be sent on a regularly basis, it shouldn’t be sent more often 

than once a month. Otherwise people might feel disturbed. 

Advertisement and articles in newspapers / media partnerships 
 

The aim is to gain a few newspapers as media partners. Newspapers could be „Tageswoche“, 

„BAZ“ and „bz Basel. Articles can be print and online. With a partnership a lower price (or probably 

for free) for advertisement should be achieved. Media representatives would get free entrance to 

the readings and the fair. 

Homepage and online advertisement on partner’s website 
 

On the homepage (which is also designed in our chosen colors black, red and white) interested 

people and customers will find information about our events. The website shall be updated on a 

regularly basis with news, pictures from previous readings and possible interviews with the invited 

authors. There will be also feedback from customers. On the website it’ll be also possible to order 

the newsletter (possibility to get e-mail addresses). With the newsletter it is also possible to keep in 

touch with interested people and customers. Further, it shall be possible to order online tickets on 

the website. 

Sponsoring 
 

Due to the fact that the book industry needs further money to organize events, it is the aim to have 

the Christoph Merian Foundation as a founder. Other probable partners could be the cultural 

department of canton Basel-Stadt or the Basler cantonal bank. the Ernst Göhner Foundation and 

„Swisslos“. Partners could be also the GGG library, various bookstores and other players in the 

industry. These once would be more partners from which we could gain knowledge and 

connections instead of a financial support. 

Creativity in choosing locations 
 

Of course readings shall take place in „normal places“ as the „Volkshaus“ or the „Literaturhaus“. 

During the summer season there could be also readings in parks. In our chosen genre we could be 

very creative in decorating and choosing the locations for readings and the festival. Possible 

places could be the „Boutique Danoise“ or IKEA for Scandinavien authors, a pub for British authors 

or patholocial institutes. Locations will be decorated with dark colors to create a creepy 

atmosphere. 
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Competitions 
 

On readings there shall be distributed competition vouchers. Prices would be books or further 

event-tickets. With the vouchers contact data can be collected. 

Festivalbooklet 
 

Not necessary in the first year of the company. When the festival starts, festival booklets with the 

whole programs shall be produced (incl. interviews with some authors and information about 

them). 

 
E. Design 

The below slides are templates that can be used in designing our website, the advertisement and 

the events themselves. We use dark motives with primarily red, white, and black colors. 
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„ Did you know that darkness 

has a taste, Grandma?“  

Jo Nesbø, The Snowman  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Live reading in Basel  
Jo Nesbø pr esent s „ The Snowman“   

Friday, October 27, 2017   
Volk shaus Basel,Rebgasse 12-14, Basel   

Star t : 20:00 h  

Tickets: www.cr imeandthr iller -basel.ch   
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